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Legal Background
Before going further, some background may be helpful. Courts 
have deemed certain violations of the Sherman Act “per se” illegal. 
Conduct such as price fixing and market allocation fall into this 
category. When an antitrust violation is deemed per se unlawful, 
that means the conduct is so clearly anti-competitive and a 
violation of the Act that the parties’ criminal intent is presumed. In 
other words, in these cases, the government need only prove the 
defendants entered into the anti-competitive agreement, not why. 
In cases subject to “rule of reason” treatment, where the alleged 
conduct is not per se unlawful, defendants are permitted to argue 
to the jury and introduce evidence that the agreement was justified 
because, e.g., it had pro-competitive effects or was motivated by 
legitimate business reasons. Defendants accused of committing 
per se offenses typically are not permitted to make those 
arguments; in a per se case, where the agreement is presumptively 
unreasonable, they are not relevant. 

Key Takeaways
In DaVita, the government essentially alleged that the company 
and an executive had entered into agreements not to solicit 
each other’s employees, which the government attempted to 

characterize as market allocation, a classic per se violation of 
the Sherman Act.4 Although the court found the government had 
sufficiently alleged facts that could constitute a per se violation (and 
denied defendants’ motion to dismiss for that reason), it stopped 
short of declaring all non-solicitation agreements presumptively 
illegal. Instead, and critically for defendants, the judge found that 
non-solicitation agreements are not per se unlawful unless they are 
entered into for the purpose of allocating the labor market.5 
Because the government had to prove intent, the court permitted 
defendants to introduce significant evidence, including expert 
testimony, of the strategic business reasons underpinning the non-
solicitation agreement, the lack of harm caused thereby and the 
actual movement of employees between the “competitors.”6 This 
mirrors a rule of reason-style defense, which is permitted in cases 
where the alleged antitrust violation is not a per se offense. The 
attentive jury clearly took note. 

The trial losses in Jindal and DaVita follow a seismic policy shift at 
the Division that has been brewing since 2016. That year, jointly 

4 Per se treatment means that the conduct has been deemed so pernicious that the 
government need not show harm.

5 United States v. DaVita Inc., No. 21-cr-00229 (D. Colo. Apr. 13, 2022), Day 8 Rough 
Transcript at 5-6.

6 Copies of the court’s rulings on the motion to dismiss and jury instructions can be 
found at the following links, respectively: https://www.law360.com/employment-
authority/articles/1460126/attachments/0 (order on motion to dismiss); United States 
v. DaVita Inc., No. 21-cr-00229 (D. Colo. Apr. 13, 2022).
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In a stinging rebuke of the Department of Justice (DOJ) Antitrust Division’s (Division) years-long quest to bring 
criminal no-poach and wage-fixing cases, last month two juries acquitted defendants in the healthcare industry of 
criminal violations of the Sherman Antitrust Act.1 On April 14, a federal jury in Texas acquitted a former executive 
of a physical therapist staffing company of wage-fixing charges in United States v. Jindal.2 The next day, a federal 
jury in Colorado acquitted DaVita Inc. – a company operating dialysis centers – and the company’s former CEO 
of criminal antitrust charges for agreeing with other companies not to solicit or hire each other’s executives 
and employees in United States v. DaVita Inc.3 So far, the DOJ’s attempt to expand over a century of criminal 
prosecution of traditional per se conduct by vigorously prosecuting “labor market” cases has failed. Looking more 
closely at the DaVita case, in particular, the judge’s pre-verdict rulings set the stage for the defense verdict and 
provide guidance and powerful precedent for defendants in similar cases. 

1 The Sherman Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. §1 et seq., available at https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/sherman_antitrust_act.
2 United States v. Jindal, 4:20-cr-00358-ALM-KPJ (E.D. Tex.). Indictment available at https://www.justice.gov/atr/case-document/file/1344601/download.
3 United States v. DaVita, Inc. et al., 1:21-cr-00229-RBJ (D. Colo.). Indictment available at https://www.justice.gov/atr/case-document/file/1454056/download. 
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with the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the Division issued 
new Antitrust Guidance for HR Professionals.7 In that guide and 
its accompanying press release, for the first time in the Sherman 
Act’s 132-year history, the Division announced its intent to 
criminally prosecute no-poach and wage-fixing cases, likening 
them to “hardcore cartel conduct” like market allocation and price 
fixing, respectively.8 Jindal, the first Wage-fixing prosecution, was 
indicted in Texas in 2020, paving the way for the two recent jury 
verdicts flatly rejecting this new approach. 

Despite these seemingly bellwether losses, and consistent with 
his declaration that the Division is no longer a member of the 
“chickenshit club,”9 Assistant Attorney General Jonathan Kanter 
has declared the Division is “not backing down.”10 Indeed, on the 
same day the jury acquitted the Texas wage-fixing defendants, 
pursuant to a court order, AAG Kanter personally appeared at a 
hearing in a poultry price-fixing case in Denver – United States 
v. Penn11 – to explain to a very skeptical judge why the Division 
insisted on trying the case a third time after two hung juries. While 
not a labor market case, the Division’s zeal to try five defendants 
for a third time, after two jury trials ending in hung jury mistrials, 
shows the Division’s resolve. Kanter’s aggressive statements, 
coupled with his willingness to publicly justify trying the same case 
three times, signals that the Antitrust Division will not be deterred 
by back-to-back losses and will continue criminally prosecuting 
labor market cases even if judges and juries alike reject their 
approach.

Further Legal Developments
The law governing per se criminal antitrust offenses is fairly limited. 
Questions about what constitutes per se illegal conduct under 
the Sherman Act and when a rule of reason or similar defense 
is appropriate abound, as was evident in the DaVita pre-verdict 
rulings discussed above. In a recent opinion in a case called United 
States v. Aiyer, the Second Circuit weighed in. Although not a labor 
market case, the Court directly addressed the per se standard 
in criminal antitrust cases. The Court held that defendants are 
not entitled to a pretrial ruling on whether the conduct alleged 

7 Department of Justice Antitrust Division and Federal Trade Commission, Antitrust 
Guidance for Human Resources Professionals, October 2016, available at https://www.
justice.gov/atr/file/903511/download. 

8 Id. at 4; Department of Justice, Justice Department and Federal Trade Commission 
Release Guidance for Human Resource Professionals on How Antitrust Law Applies 
to Employee Hiring and Compensation, October 20, 2016, https://www.justice.gov/
opa/pr/justice-department-and-federal-trade-commission-release-guidance-human-
resource-professionals.

9 Jack Queen, DOJ Antitrust Head: “No ‘Chickenshit Club’ Despite Losses,” Law360 
(Apr. 21, 2022), https://www.law360.com/articles/1486196/doj-antitrust-head-
no-chickenshit-club-despite-losses Guy Rolnik, Asher Schechter, Brooke Fox, DOJ 
Antitrust Head Jonathan Kanter: “We Are Making It Very Clear: We’re Going to 
Hold Individuals Accountable,” ProMarket (Apr. 28, 2022), https://www.promarket.
org/2022/04/28/kanter-interview-antitrust-consumer-welfare-criminal-individuals/. 

10 Khushita Vasant, Kanter Says US DOJ ‘Not Backing Down’ From Recent Losses In 
Criminal Antitrust Trials, Pledges More Litigation, MLex Marketing Insight (Apr. 21, 
2022), https://mlexmarketinsight.com/news/insight/kanter-says-us-doj-not-backing-
down-from-recent-losses-in-criminal-antitrust-trials-pledges-more. 

11 United States v. Penn, 20-cr-00152 (D. Colo.). 

is subject to per se or rule of reason treatment. It also held that 
the government, having alleged a per se violation, was entitled 
to present that case to the jury without the defendant using the 
intent element as a “backdoor” to introduce “undue” evidence 
of a competitive effect.12 That said, the court acknowledged 
exceptions to the per se rule, namely the ancillary restraints and 
joint venture doctrines, finding that the defendant had “every 
right to make those arguments and present evidence on such 
exceptions at trial.”13 In other words, the defendant was still entitled 
to introduce evidence that the alleged restraint was ancillary to a 
pro-competitive agreement and/or that the agreement was part of 
an efficient joint venture, even though the government was pursuing 
the case as a per se offense and criminal intent is presumed. 

Conclusion
These rulings and acquittals underscore the complexity of criminal 
antitrust cases, particularly those prosecuting labor-focused 
conduct that has traditionally been treated civilly and analyzed 
under a rule of reason analysis. The Division’s aggressive attempts 
to criminally prosecute corporations and individuals for no-poach 
and wage-fixing conduct seems to be resulting in judicial rulings 
regarding admissible evidence, including expert testimony, jury 
instruction and the elements of Sherman Act crimes, that may 
undermine its efforts to prosecute even traditional per se conduct. 
Unfortunately for businesses, executives and the counsel advising 
them, particularly those in the healthcare industry, which has been 
a recent focus of no-poach and wage-fixing cases, these trial 
losses do little to help define the types of conduct that constitute 
antitrust crimes and those that are sufficiently pro-competitive to 
withstand antitrust civil scrutiny. 

12 United States v. Aiyer, No. 20-3594-cr, May 2, 2022. Decision available at 
https://www.ca2.uscourts.gov/decisions/isysquery/5ae47ba0-24d2-4f1e-b735-
50296bc4c811/1/doc/20-3594_opn.pdf#xml=https://www.ca2.uscourts.gov/
decisions/isysquery/5ae47ba0-24d2-4f1e-b735-50296bc4c811/1/hilite/. 

13 Id.
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